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Abstract 
ATM vendors have produced switches with limited port capacity, which 
prevents the full meshing of all networks. The focus of this work has been 
to determine the effect of switch numbers and the number of inter-switch 
links upon network bandwidth. 
Presented is a model of a switched data network in terms of switch count, 
inter-switch link count and inter-switch link speed. The model was used to 
derive an expression for the network bandwidth. Simulations of several 
different topology networks were executed in order to validate the model. 
This work demonstrates that a network of fixed size nodes has a maximum 
bandwidth. The value of the maximum bandwidth has been shown to 
depend entirely on the number and capacity of the inter-switch links. A 
series of design recommendations for the dimensioning of switched data 
networks are presented. These cover initial network dimensioning and 
management of network capacity growth over the longer term. 
Ill 
Memoriam 
In memory of Dr. David Gallagher, without whose inspiration this "pile of 
paper" would ever have existed. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Organisations have interconnected their office LANs to form campus wide 
networks and larger organisations have combined their campus networks to 
instigate enterprise networks. The enterprise network is the central focus of 
an organisation's information technology infrastructure. These networks 
are a significant investment for any organisation and, consequently, receive 
considerable thought and attention. 
The traffic-handling requirement placed on a network by an organisation 
will grow over time. The number of users will increase and user 
applications will require larger bandwidths. Effective management of a 
network's growth is the key to cost effective deployment of a data 
network, in the long term. 
With the advent of ATM, the switched data network is beginning to 
influence the development of the enterprise network. A number of ATM 
vendors have appeared to support the growing market for switched data 
networks. Several of these vendors are producing products with limited 
port counts and limited switching capacity. A switch with a small port 
count limits the number of access points for user traffic as well as limiting 
the number of inter-switch hnks. To overcome hmitations in access and 
traffic handUng capacity several switches can be used to form a network. 
The potential exists to create large networks, consisting of many switching 
nodes, from switches with small port counts. 
At first glance, such an approach would appear to be desirable. The 
network could initially be implemented with just enough resources to meet 
requirements, keeping costs to a minimum. As the system requirements 
rise, the network can be expanded with the addition of further switching 
nodes, alleviating any need to discard existing equipment. 
The question will be posed as to what performance sacrifices are made in 
proceeding in this manner. Of interest is the trade-off between node count 
and inter-nodal links with regard to the switching capacity of the network. 
Is there a point at which the network bandwidth is not significantly 
affected by the addition of switching nodes, but the addition of extra links 
would improve bandwidth more effectively? 
In order to most effectively manage the investment in network growth an 
understanding of the trade-off issues surrounding network performance 
must be studied. The published literature has identified many variables that 
impact such decision-making processes, but very little effort has gone in to 
characterising the relationships between the variables. The thesis presented 
in this dissertation begins the process of understanding these trade-offs. 
Configuration of a network topology, in terms of switching nodes and 
inter-nodal links, is an important step in the network design process. 
Failure to adequately resource the network will make the subsequent 
resource allocation steps fruitless. An understanding of the effects of 
network topology on traffic handling capacity is essential to effectively 
completing this initial step. This dissertation addresses the issue of what 
affect the network topology has upon the upper bound of a switched data 
network's bandwidth. 
The outcome of the dissertation is a series of recommendations for 
effectively designing network capacity. The role of switching nodes in the 
network, the effect of inter-nodal links on network bandwidth and ongoing 
bandwidth growth planning are addressed by the recommendations. 
1.1 Contributions 
• Highlights the effect of link/node mix on network bandwidth. [Section 
2.2.51 
• Highlights the need to consider the optimum strategy for network 
growth management. [Section 2.3.4' 
• Produces a model of network bandwidth in terms of inter-nodal link 
count, node count and inter-nodal link speed. [Chapter 
• Produces a simulation to verify the model. [Chapter 4 
• Presents several network design recommendations. [Section 5.6 
1.2 Outline of Dissertation 
Many switching vendors exist, each offering a unique mix of switch size 
and configuration. These products will be used by organisations to build 
large and continuously growing data networks. A review is conducted of 
these offerings, in Chapter 2, to demonstrate that the switches on offer 
have limitations in capacity and port counts. Consequently, an 
organisation's data switching network could become partially meshed. 
The second half of Chapter 2 reviews the state of the published literature 
with regard to the dimensioning and topology planning of data switching 
networks. The focus, of the second half of chapter 2, is to determine to 
what extent the influence of network meshing over network bandwidth has 
been studied in the literature. It will be demonstrated that the effect of 
network topology on the traffic handling capacity of the network has not 
been adequately covered by the literature. 
An expression for the upper bound on a data switching network's 
bandwidth is derived in Chapter 3. The model, from which the expression 
is drawn, is developed in a manner that is independent of the data 
switching technology. The generic nature of the model ensures that the 
conclusions of this work are not restricted to particular switching 
technology. 
The model is validated in Chapter 4, by way of a simulation. The 
simulation was implemented using the "interacting processes" approach to 
ensure that the simulation was constructed in a dissimilar fashion to the 
model. The simulation was executed for several network sizes and node 
sizes. The results of the simulation runs are presented in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 explores the consequences of the model, presented in Chapter 3, 
In particular the chapter extends the network bandwidth model to 
incorporate a simple, but effective, relationship between switching node 
cost and inter-nodal link cost. A series of recommendations for managing 
the growth of a network are given in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter seeks to outUne the background for the thesis presented. The 
thesis postulates that there is a need to better understand the affect of the 
various factors on the capacity of a network. The factors of most interest to 
this thesis are the number of switching nodes in the network and the level 
of meshing for the network. These factors are highlighted by this thesis as 
a result of a review of ATM switch vendor offerings. The review 
highlights that the potential exists for networks to be created with small 
sized switches and low levels of meshing. The question is naturally posed 
as to what the implications are for the capacity of the network to cost 
effectively carry the required traffic and further to grow to meet future 
requirements. 
A review of ATM switch vendor offerings is undertaken. The result of the 
review demonstrates that in the area of ATM switching there is ample 
opportunity for a network to be constructed from many small switches in 
partial mesh configurations. ATM switching technologies are only one 
such switching technology that networks could be or have been created 
from. At the time of writing ATM technology is the strongest candidate to 
form the basis of large-scale enterprise WAN implementations, moving 
forward. As such it is likely that the conclusions drawn from this analysis 
will occur in actual network implementations. 
The second half of this chapter is a survey of the literature, with a focus on 
determining the consequence of constructing large partially meshed 
networks. The survey will show that research into capacity planning is 
primarily focused on techniques for the optimum allocation of resources. 
Little concern has been shown by researchers towards the determination of 
a network's capacity to carry the supplied traffic. 
The survey demonstrates that most researchers are focusing their efforts on 
how best to utilise a network that already has adequate capacity. Such a 
focus effectively bypasses the first crucial step of producing a suitable 
network configuration. The few authors that display an interest in this 
initial step demonstrate that the problem, of designing a network 
configuration with sufficient traffic handling capacity, is a multivariate 
optimisation problem. None of these researchers is able to produce 
anything more than an iterative algorithm for searching the solution 
domain for a suitable network configuration. Further, it is shown that no 
consideration by the literature has been given to the issues surrounded 
growing the traffic handling capacity of the network. 
2.2 Infrastructure Growth Strategies 
An organisation reliant upon a switching network, to conduct its business, 
needs to manage the complete lifecycle of the network. The life cycle of 
the network will pass from initial deployment thru subsequent upgrades 
and refurbishments. Presumably, the cycle of upgrades, enhancements and 
refurbishment will only end when the organization ceases to exist. 
Changing requirements and needs of the organisation will drive the 
upgrade cycles. In a well-managed organisation a strategy is needed to 
ensure that the network will continue to evolve to effectively meet the 
organisation's requirements. 
What are plausible growth strategies for a network and what constitutes a 
good strategy choice? Some potential strategies are: 
• Completely revamp the entire network with the latest technology. 
• As late as possible update existing equipment to already out of date 
technology, taking advantage of significant vendor discounts. This 
strategy may result in partially meshed networks, as older equipment 
may not be advanced enough to grow to present network design 
standards. 
Migrate slowly over time replacing older technology with more 
current technology on an as needs basis. Identifying weak 
performing points in the network to focus expenditure more 
efficiently. This approach will result in a network with mixed 
technology and in many instances a network with many nodes not 
fully meshed. 
These are only a sample of the possible strategies that could be adopted by 
an organisation. Clearly, the ideal choice of strategy will be determined by 
the organisations unique position. The network planner does need a way to 
appreciate the long-term impacts of potential strategies on the network, in 
order to make an informed choice. 
The purpose of this thesis is to identify some reconmiendations on how 
best to select between potential strategies. 
2.3 ATM Switch Vendor Offerings 
The perfect growth strategy, from a cost perspective, for an organisation 
would be to deploy exactly the equipment required at any given time, to 
produce a network that meets the requirements. As needs evolve re-deploy 
equipment, add to existing equipment and never discard equipment. This 
strategy ignores the fact that equipment, in the real world, is always subject 
to physical limitations of some form. Physical dimensions are finite, link 
speeds have natural upper limits and technology advances continuously. 
This section reviews current ATM switching products, as an example of 
what could have been used to create an enterprise data network. ATM 
switches have been chosen as the example category simply because of their 
increased usage in enterprise networks. This does not attempt to be an 
exhaustive review, simply to demonstrate that there is variance in 
switching products and that variance could become part of an enterprise 
network. The review does not cover all switching vendors or all of the 
products of those that are reviewed. Vendors' products evolve with their 
markets and technology advances, any exhaustive review would be out of 
date the instant it was completed. An exhaustive review of both vendors 
and products would not add value, as it is an example of possibilities that 
is required for the argument presented here. 
The vendors of ATM switches, at present, have produced a wide offering 
of switches. Switches range in capacity from 2.5 Gbps to 10 Gbps and 
support access speeds of 25Mbps to 622 Mbps. 
Switch size is an ambiguous term. It could refer to the number of ports that 
a switch supports or the switching capacity of the switch. A switch's 
capacity needs to be equal to the product of the port capacity and the 
number of ports. In this way, the size of a switch is a bivariate calculation. 
Increasing the port capacity, while holding the port count constant, 
requires an associated increase in switch capacity. While holding the port 
capacity constant, an increase in port count will require an increase in 
switch capacity as well. 
An alternative interpretation for the switch capacity relationship is to 
consider holding the switch capacity constant. Thus, an increase in port 
capacity will require a decrease in port count and an increase in port count 
will require a decrease in port capacity. The vendor review section will 
make use of both interpretations of the switch capacity relationship. 
The information regarding vendor products has been collated from the 
various vendor Internet sites. The information as presented is accurate at 
the time of writing of the dissertation. The material will not remain correct 
for all time. This in no way detracts from the value of the review, as the 
purpose is to capture an example of the current state of switching 
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technology. These products are available and could be purchased and put 
into a production data network. 
2.3.1 CISCO (www.cisco.com) 
The CISCO Lightstream 1010 Multiservice ATM Switch has a switching 
capacity of 5 Gbps and supports 32 ports operating at 155Mbps. 
Alternatively, four ports maybe grouped together to provide an access 
speed of 622Mbps. This will produce a maximum of eight ports operating 
at 622 Mbps. 
2.3.2 Telebit (www.tbit.dk) 
Telebit offers a number of ATM switches with small capacities. The 
maximum switch capacity offered by the Telebit product range is 2.5Gbps 
and the minimum has a capacity of 620 Mbps. 
The Telebit switch has a simple scaleable architecture. The switch is 
implemented by means of one or more 4x4-switch circuits; each switch 
circuit acts as a back-plane. The result is a series of non-blocking switches 
with limits of 4, 8, 12 and 16 ports. Each switch having a capacity of 155 
Mbps times the number of ports on the switch, e.g. up to 2.5 Gbps on a 16 
port switch. 
An interesting consequence of the Telebit switch architecture is that a 
network could begin with a single switch consisting of four ports. As 
traffic handling requirements rise, the switch itself would be scaled rather 
than forming a network. It would not make sense to install three four-port 
switches when the three switch elements could be combined into a single 
bigger switch. As three independent switches there would be a port per 
switch wasted on inter-switch linkage. 
2.3.3 Newbridge (www.newbridge.com) 
There are two enterprise level ATM switch offerings at Newbridge. The 
smaller capacity switch, known as the CS 1000, has a capacity of 1.6 Gbps 
and will support 12 ports at 155Mbps. The CS 3000 is the larger switch 
with a capacity of 6.4 Gbps and will support 32 ports at 155Mbps. 
2.3.4 Fore Systems (www.fore.com) 
Fore Systems has developed a series of small ATM switches that are aimed 
at what it calls the work group. These switches are large enough to run an 
office LAN. The switches have a capacity of 2.5 Gbps and port counts vary 
from 12 to 24 ports that support rates of 155Mbps, 622Mbps and 25Mbps. 
Given that the switching capacity is only 2.5 Gbps the switch will not 
support 12 ports at 622 Mbps, a 7.3 Gbps switch would be required. The 
maximum number of 622 Mbps ports is four and leaves room for two 25 
Mbps ports. There are innumerable options for mixed port capacity 
switches, e.g. two ports operating at 622 Mbps, eight ports at 155 Mbps 
and three ports operating at 25 Mbps could be provisioned. 
2.3.5 Vendor Summary 
A summary of the various switches is provided in Table 2.1. From the 
table, it can be seen that there is a wide range of switch sizes on offer. The 
smallest switch, surveyed, has 8 ports and the largest 32 ports. 
The aim of this section is to demonstrate that the switching products on 
offer could result in networks that consist of many nodes and potentially 
few inter-nodal links. 
Port access speeds are not well above the data rates required of users. 
Shared Ethernet LANs are running at 100 Mbps which means the 25Mbps 
port speed of Fore Systems is too small to carry even one LAN's traffic. To 
use ATM switches in the backbone the access links will need to be 155 
Mbps or 622Mbps. 




8 622Mbps 5Gbps 
Cisco 
(Lightstream) 
32 155Mbps 5Gbps 
Newbridge 
(CS 1000) 
12 155Mbps 1.6Gbps 
Newbridge 
(CS 3000) 
32 155Mbps 6.4 Gbps 








Telebit 16 155Mbps 2.5 Gbps 
Tab e 2.1 Summary of ATM Switching Products 
The Fore Systems 25Mbps product could be used to supply ATM to the 
desktop. To construct an office LAN for a modest size organisation more 
than 24 ports will be required. Thus, multiple switches will need to be 
used. The more interconnected the network is the more switches will be 
required to services the users, thus, the network could be not fully meshed. 
Using 622 Mbps links in the backbone of such a network will limit each 
switch to two inter-nodal links leading to another situation where the 
network will not be fully meshed. 
Two growth possibilities exist for an organisation's data network data rates 
or the number of users. As user's data rate requirements grow the number 
of users on a segment will need to decrease eventually reaching the point 
where each user has their own segment. Decreasing the number of users on 
a segment will increase the segment count and as the switch has a finite 
port count the number of switches will need to increase. Hence, switch port 
requirements will grow as user data requirements grow. 
Rising numbers of users creates its own set of problems. If the new users 
are added to existing segments the number of switch ports will not need to 
increase, but the available data rate per user will drop. A small drop in user 
data rates may be tolerable, but as more users are added the available data 
rates will eventually drop to unacceptable levels and the users will have to 
be placed on a new segment. Thus, switch port requirements will increase 
as a result of growing user numbers. 
The switch has a fixed number of ports. Taking more ports for user access 
reduces the number of ports available for inter-switch links, making the 
network less fully inter-connected. From this, it can be seen that as an 
organisation grows its network will also grow. Given that each switch has 
a fixed size, the network will be discarded entirely or the network will no 
longer be fully meshed. Raising the question, how will this lack of 
meshing of the network effect its performance? 
2.4 Published Literature 
The previous section, of this chapter, demonstrated that the potential exists 
to build large networks of nodes with very few links available for inter-
node connection. This poses the question how does node count and inter-
nodal link counts affect the traffic handling capacity of the network? 
Network dimensioning is a topic that has been discussed extensively in the 
literature. The research has focused on the determination of the ideal 
network design for a given geography and traffic matrix. Of particular 
bearing to the question at hand is work that has addressed the issues of 
determining a given network's upper bound on bandwidth and the effect of 
node and link counts on network bandwidth. 
In [1] Kleinrock demonstrates that there is a level of bandwidth for which 
adding further bandwidth does not reduce the latency of the transmission. 
An interesting question to ask for any given network is what level of 
bandwidth is adequate to keep the network in that latency limited zone. 
Further, once this level is determined how best to design a network to 
deliver the bandwidth required. 
Kleinrock's paper highlights the importance of being capable of managing 
the bandwidth level of a network. Simply increasing bandwidth with little 
concern for the efficiency with which the new bandwidth is gained is of 
value only for networks well within the bandwidth limited zone. Simply, 
these networks will benefit from all bandwidth increases. Care must be 
taken when a network reaches the "critical bandwidth" point. At this point 
addition of bandwidth will not add any value in terms of latency reduction. 
At this point additional bandwidth will only serve to assist with the 
handling of increased network load. Incidentally, increased network load 
pushes the critical bandwidth point higher, which effectively pushes the 
network back into the bandwidth-limited zone where it requires more 
bandwidth to return to the optimal point. 
2.4.1 Upper Bound on Network Bandwidth 
The literature on network capacity planning has concentrated on the 
determination of the resource requirements to meet the various service 
types. This research has focused on developing a method for finding the 
optimum solution. 
A good example of the group of the papers that discusses resource 
allocation is [2]. The authors present three algorithms for determining the 
bandwidth of inter-nodal links for a particular network. The size of the 
network is a given and the equipment utilised to implement the network is 
assumed to be capable of supporting a fully meshed topology. 
The model takes into account many variables; cost of link provision, cost 
of buffers, cost of switching, cost of connection control, the number of 
links, number of connections, number of nodes, the buffer size. The model 
produces the optimal bandwidths for the network's links. 
A large assumption made by the authors of this work regards the capacity 
of the candidate network. There is no check that the supplied network has 
the available capacity to carry the traffic regardless of link capacities. The 
model assists in designing a network that meets a need but does not 
attempt to assist in determining the maximum capacity of the network. 
The authors also make the assumption that the organisation deploying the 
data network is not constrained by previous equipment purchases, or 
previous network configurations. An organisation with an existing data 
network will be loathed to discard equipment, but will rather prefer to re-
deploy the equipment. Clearly, the network that results from the authors 
design process can be searched for opportunities to reuse existing 
equipment. In most cases some equipment will not be able to be reused, 
because it will not match entirely the requirements of any node within the 
new network. In such cases what should the organisation do with old 
equipment? In what ways could the organisation put the old equipment to 
productive use? 
Other papers that mirror this approach are [3], [5], and [6 . 
2.4.2 Factors Affecting Network Bandwidth 
The network capacity determination problem has been characterised as a 
non-linear programming problem by [5] and [10]. Given such a situation it 
is understandably difficult to find the optimum solution. It also follows that 
a degree of understanding of the relationship of the variables involved in 
the optimisation process is critical to implementing optimal networks. 
Given that the problem is difficult to solve, the best a network designer can 
hope is to be able to make informed trade off decisions. 
Kleinrock in [8] characterises network performance analysis by: 
"The fact is, there are a number of ways in which you can go about 
doing network system performance analysis. In order of increasing 
ugliness, they are as follows: 
1) Conduct a mathematical analysis which yields explicit 
performance expressions. 
2) Conduct a mathematic analysis which yields an algorithmic or 
numerical evaluation procedure. 
3) Write and run a simulation. 
4) Build the system and then measure its performance!" 
Network performance analysis is a key ingredient for network design 
approaches. A network performance model gives the network designer a 
tool by which to tune the network design and determine its viability. A 
network model built according to the second approach will give the 
associated network design process and algorithmic nature, as each 
assessment of a potential network will require the execution of an 
algorithm. As Kleinrock alludes to, relying on approaches three and four 
becomes increasingly expensive for network design processes. In fact 
approach four is a defeated position, as the network is built at then 
assessed. 
Kleinrock goes on in [8] to highlight that network design is an iterative 
process that can be somewhat directed through knowledge of the critical 
tradeoffs involved. 
"The net result is that the solution to network design is to use 
heuristic design procedures that cleverly search over the space of 
possible topologies using fast evaluation techniques... The 
cleverness of the topological search procedure is the other key 
element in design." 
Very few papers have reached beyond the processes of determining the 
optimum solution to network resource allocation and considered the trade-
offs involved. The authors of [9] do discuss the trade off between 
switching nodes and inter-switch links, for ATM networks. No support is 
given for the expressed opinions and no quantitative results are presented. 
The paper does highlight the need for a characterisation of this trade off In 
fact, the paper goes to the extent of stating, "an ATM-based dimensioning 
rule for ports must be defined". 
A second paper [7] does make some interesting statements with regards to 
the node versus link trade off The paper presents an empirical example of 
how increasing the number of switches within a network will increase the 
bandwidth of the network. The paper does not consider the idea of 
increasing the number of links between switches and further does not 
contemplate the idea of partially meshed networks nor have the authors 
attempted to explore the trade off any further. 
The authors draw the observation that increasing node count increases 
network bandwidth. The grounds for their observation are based upon the 
results of three experiments they conducted on different sized networks. 
The authors saw an increase in the size of the bandwidth from the network 
as the number of nodes increased. A possible explanation of the results has 
been presented. The authors suggest that the additional nodes reduce 
congestion at individual nodes, which in turn leads to an increase in 
bandwidth. In Chapter 3, of this thesis, an equation will be derived that 
helps explain the results presented by the authors of [7'. 
The material presented in [10] could be improved by a greater 
understanding of the factors affecting network capacity. The authors 
present a model of the network-dimensioning problem that shares the 
complexity of models presented by other authors in the field. An algorithm 
is presented that has a unique twist; it considers the topology of the 
network. 
The algorithm relies on a step that randomly generates network topologies. 
The remaining steps determine the effectiveness of the topologies and 
select the best topology. Thus, [10] stands alone in its consideration of 
network size, but at best, this approach is a "random walk" through the 
solution domain. No information about the networks produced, by the 
random generation step, is fed back into the random generator. The 
published research on genetic algorithms has demonstrated that such 
processes can be vastly improved by guiding the generation step with the 
results of previous solutions, and even further improved by applying 
knowledge about the trade-offs involved to the generation algorithm. This 
thesis will attempt to identify some trade-offs that could be used to tune the 
search algorithm more effectively. 
In order to apply a more guided network generation approach some 
understanding of the factors affecting the capacity of a network to carry the 
supphed traffic is needed. 
This thesis will explore the trade off between switching node count and the 
number of inter-switch links. Fully meshed networks will be considered 
along with partially meshed networks. 
2.4.3 Network Sizing 
In [8] Kleinrock characterises the design problem as "...to choose a 
topology, to select the capacity of the links in this topology, and to design 
a routing procedure which will move the traffic along certain paths on the 
way from origins to destinations" having been given the number of 
switching nodes and the traffic matrix. He lacks an explanation for why the 
number of switching nodes is an input not a design variable. Particularly, 
given that switches have varying sizes and hence some form of decision 
will need to be reached on the correct size and the number of switches to 
meet the network requirements. 
Pitts and Cuthbert [9] describe the network planning process as a three-
step operation. First, the traffic flows through the network are 
characterised. Second, the logical network is designed and dimensioned. 
Finally, the logical network is mapped onto a physical network. 
Of interest to the problem at hand are the second and third steps of the 
process. How the logical network is dimensioned and to a certain extent 
how the logical network is mapped onto a physical network. 
The paper suggests that the number of physical sites that the network must 
cover will determine the number of nodes the network will require. There 
is no compelling argument presented to support such a position. This 
dissertation will demonstrate that this is only part of the consideration. The 
position presented by the paper is supported by the following pathological 
example. An organisation has twenty geographical sites each with a low 
number of users with low bandwidth needs. To form the wide area network 
(WAN) the organisation will need to either link all users to a centrally 
located switch or provide a switching node at each site. The first option is 
clearly more expensive in terms of transmission costs than the second 
option making the option of placing a switching node at each geographical 
site the most desirable. The counter example causes the position taken by 
the author of the paper the most trouble. An organisation has two large 
sites, in terms of user counts and user bandwidth requirements. The 
organisation may not be able to provision a single switch, at each location, 
with enough capacity to support all user traffic and will need to split a 
site's traffic between two or more switches. This example demonstrates 
that the issue of how many nodes to provision a network with is based 
upon considerations of user access and user bandwidth needs, more than a 
simple geographical site count. 
2.4.4 Networking Requirements Growth 
An organisation's enterprise network requirements will grow over time. 
The organisation will require more users and users will require greater 
bandwidth. Given an already existing network it is an important 
consideration to determine the most effective way in which to increase the 
capacity of the network. Should more switching nodes be added to the 
network? Should more inter-switch links be added? Should the entire 
network infrastructure be removed and replaced with equipment that has 
greater capacity? 
The literature on capacity planning has mostly ignored the problem of 
network growth. How should a network designer take an existing network 
and expand its capacity to handle new requirements. One paper that has 
discussed the issue in a limited fashion is [10]. The author suggests that 
inserting larger networks into his allocation procedure and choosing the 
most effective solution can handle network growth. A problem with this 
approach is in the generation of the larger networks. 
Gavish in [16] also mentions the concept of network growth planning. 
Again, his solution is to insert larger networks into his algorithm. Gavish 
assumes that the network topology is an input to the network design 
process, which makes the process one of choosing link capacities and 
routing strategies. Other papers that follow a similar process are [17] and 
181. 
An alternative approach to the network topology issue is presented in [19\ 
Gersht's algorithm takes a fully meshed network of a given network size 
and eliminates unwanted links. Gersht's approach is similar to [22], [23], 
20] and [21]. He also highlights that the desire is to minimise total 
network cost. Network size is a critical element in network cost, switching 
nodes cost real money. 
No literature seeks to assist the network designer with any suggestions as 
to what characteristic makes one network larger than another in terms of 
switching capacity. The literature is relying on the network designer to 
have the capability to at least choose a network size that is appropriate and 
cost effective. The literature has further not reached the point of 
considering optimal ways to increase the size of an existing network. 
Should the network designer increase the switch count or increase the 
inter-switch link count? 
2.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has raised a number of issues facing the network planning 
with the responsibility for determining the long-term network capacity 
planning strategy. In particular it was highlighted that the network planner 
is some what constrained by previous technology purchases. Growing the 
capacity of a network, efficiently, will mean dealing with what to do with 
previously purchased equipment. Simply, discarding old equipment is 
expensive and inefficient. 
As an example of the equipment network planners' work with this chapter 
has reviewed the ATM switch offerings of several vendors. The review 
demonstrates that these products have limited and varying port counts. As 
such it is clear that equipment existing in the network poses a limitation on 
the planner in relation to growing the capacity of the network. 
The state of the literature surrounding network dimensioning has been 
reviewed. The literature has been shown to be focused on determining the 
optimum network design given a set of requirements. The existing 
literature has been shown to provide limited advice for a network planner 
on the kinds of strategies that could efficiently grow an existing network. 
The literature has not focused on determining a network's capacity to 
handle traffic, rather the focus, by researchers, has been on determining an 
optimum allocation of network resources. The literature has not attempted 
to characterise the relationship between network design variables and 
network capacity. This thesis will begin the analysis of these types of 
relationships. A focus on the effect of node counts and the degree of 
network meshing on the upper bound of network bandwidth is taken by 
this thesis. To this end, an expression for the upper bound on bandwidth of 
a partially meshed network will be presented. 
Network sizing and network growth strategies are two important areas of 
consideration for a network planner. The purpose of this thesis is to 
provide assistance to the network planner in determining appropriate 
network growth strategies. In Chapter 5 recommendations with regards to 
the size and make up of networks will be given. The recommendations will 
address the issue of handling network growth. The conclusions drawn 
during Chapter 5 will be based upon a model derived in Chapter 3 and 
validated, by simulation, in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 3 Analytical Model 
3.1 Introduction 
The influence of network topology on network bandwidth has been 
highlighted in Chapter 2 as an area requiring investigation. In particular, 
the relationships between node count inter-nodal link count and network 
bandwidth is of interest. 
This chapter presents an analytical model of the bandwidth performance 
for a network of switching nodes. The model will be used in Chapter 5 to 
explore the relationships between node counts, inter-nodal link counts and 
network bandwidth. Chapter 4 will validate the model by the use of a 
simulation that has been constructed in a manner independent of the design 
of the model. 
The design of the analytical model has deliberately been kept simple. The 
purpose behind such an approach is to produce a model that can be apphed 
to as varied a set of switching scenarios as possible. The avoidance of 
switching technological specifics is imperative if the model is to be a 
generic analysis of switching networks. 
The analysis presented in this chapter has been designed with the view to 
exploring the bandwidth variable in isolation from the remaining network 
performance variables. As was illustrated in Chapter 2 the understanding 
of the effect of network topology on network performance requires 
detailed investigation. In particular the influence of network topology over 
such variables as bandwidth, traffic delays, loss probabilities, etc. is not 
well understood in the literature. The model presented in this chapter will 
assist in the understanding of the bandwidth variable, which is the first step 
in the process of exploring the influence of network topology over network 
performance. 
3.2 Model Framework 
A switching node is modelled, for this work, as an entity with a traffic sink 
and traffic source as well as some number (L) inter-nodal links (see Figure 
3.1). The node switches traffic between its links, from traffic source to 
links and from links to traffic sink. 
Traffic source and sink 
Inter-nodal Links 
Figure 3.1 A Node 
All traffic arriving at a node from its source will be switched to another 
node in order to reach its destination traffic sink. In other words, no node 
switches traffic from its traffic source directly to its traffic sink. Thus, the 
simplest switching network that can be produced consists of exactly two 
nodes, each with a single inter-nodal link (as in Figure 3.2). 
X traffic units 
X traffic units per second ^ 
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Figure 3.2 Simplest Switching Network. 
Only homogenous networks have been considered. All nodes within the 
network are of equal size and all destinations are equally likely. All nodes 
have the same number of inter-nodal links and all have a traffic source and 
a traffic sink. This approach does not directly consider networks with 
nodes that do not have a source or sink, known as "interior" nodes. Interior 
nodes simply provide exterior nodes (also known as access nodes) with a 
greater number of inter-nodal links. In which case, interior nodes coupled 
with an exterior node can be replaced by a single exterior node with the 
extended number of inter-nodal links (this is depicted in Figure 3.2). 
Traffic source and sink 
Inter-nodal Links 
Figure 3.3 Interior Nodes 
The maximum number of inter-nodal links per node is one less than the 
number of nodes in the system (i.e. Z ^ Â  -1). More than N-1 inter-nodal 
links per node would be manifested as multiple links between nodes. 
Multiple links between two nodes is equivalent to a single larger capacity 
link between the two nodes, ignoring redundancy benefits. As such, to 
ensure that link capacity is independent of inter-nodal link count multiple 
links between nodes will not be considered and Z ^ Â  -1. 
A final point of consideration, the capacity of a node is considered 
adequate to handle the load offered by each link and the traffic source. 
Effectively, the capacity of a node is the sum of the link bandwidths plus 
the arrival rate of the source, i.e. = + . 
3.3 Derivation of Model 
The bandwidth of the network is the sum of the bandwidths of each 
network source. Given that the network is homogenous, to determine the 
network bandwidth it is adequate to determine the source arrival rate at a 
node and multiple by the number of nodes. 
The first step in the determination of the bandwidth of a node is to 
determine the bandwidth of the different traffic streams using the node. 
The traffic that arrives at a node is of three types. Traffic that first enters 
the network at the node, traffic that is destined for the node and traffic that 
is passing through the node ultimately headed for a different node and can 
be expressed as Bnode=Bsource+Bsink+Btransit-
All destinations are equally likely thus, the source traffic will be split in 
^ ^ separate streams each destined for a separate node. Conversely, the ^source 
traffic to be sunk by a node will originate from N-1 sources and be of the 
size • Meaning the total traffic to be sunk by a node is Bsource, i-e. 
ŝink Bsource-
The calculation of the transitory traffic, at a node, is a more complex 
process. A node within the network is chosen and the network divided into 
A^-1 A^-1 
L chains, consisting of —— nodes. Each node will route to —— 
JL jfv 
destinations along a particular chain. 
The traffic that passes through a node having originated from and being 
destined for nodes other than that of interest is referred to as transitory 
traffic. In order to determine the size of the transitory traffic, at a particular 
node, the network is divided, about the target node, into a group of node 
chains (as depicted in Figure 3.4). For the sake of the analysis, it is 
assumed that all traffic flows within the network are along the chains only. 
This approach assumes that all traffic a node places on a chain will travel 
along that chain until it reaches its destination or reaches node of interest. 
No allowance has been made for traffic that will start along one chain and 
complete its journey along a different chain. For symmetrical networks the 
net result of such traffic exchanges is zero. For every stream of traffic that 
leaves a chain, a comparable stream enters the chain having left a different 
chain. Meaning that this approach has yielded a result that is only an 
approximation for non-symmetric networks. It has already been stated that 
the networks to be covered by this work are all symmetrical and as such 
this approximation will not play a role in further discussion. 
Figure 3.4 Traffic flow along a chain 
The traffic flows along a node chain (depicted in Figure 3.4) are now 
considered with the view to determining the size of the transitory traffic 
due to a single link of the target node (k). Each node in the chain creates a 
traffic stream at the rate of and inserts the stream on the chain. Every L 
node between the stream source and the k node, including the k node, will 
remove traffic from the stream at a rate of representing the traffic 
that has reached its destination. The remaining traffic in the stream will be 
forward, by the k node, to another link and is the transitory traffic. The 
transitory traffic can be expressed by: 
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The maximum bandwidth of a network is NBsource- The maximum rate of a 
source is determined from the balance equation specified previously, as 
follows: 
^source ^ ^ P ~ ^source ^sink ^transitory 
Bso^rce + LRp = + L 
21' N - l 
LRp ^source ^source 
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The maximum bandwidth of a network of N switching nodes each with L 
R inter-nodal links operating at Rp is —sQcond'̂ . L "H N — 1 
3.4 Fully Meshed Networks 
As a simple confirmation of the general bandwidth expression, consider 
the case of a fully meshed network. Each node has a link to every other 
node in the network, a total of N-1 links per node. There is no through 
traffic to be routed by the nodes or carried by any link in a fully meshed 
network. Consequently, the capacity of the network is the capacity of the 
inter-nodal links. There are (N-1) links per node and N nodes in the 
network. The number of links in the network is N(N-l) each with a 
bandwidth of Rp. Thus the network bandwidth is N(N-l) Rp. 
Substituting L=N-1 into the general bandwidth equation, derived 
previously gives B=N(N-l)Rp. This agrees with the result reasoned above 
and confirms the consistency of the general bandwidth expression. 
3-5 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented an analytical model for a switching network. 
The complexity of the model has purposely been minimised in an attempt 
to make the results as technology independent as possible. 
The output of the model will be validated in the next chapter by the use of 
a simulation. 
Chapter 5 will investigate the relationships expressed in the general 
bandwidth expression. These relationships will be used to make 
recommendations on network design and network growth strategies. 
Chapter 4 Simulation 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the process by which the model, presented in 
Chapter 3, has been validated. The construction of switching networks of 
the breadth of topology and size required to verify the model could not 
reasonably be undertaken. As such, a software simulation of a series of 
networks has been implemented and used to verify the output of the 
analytical model. 
A danger in implementing a simulation is that the model is simulated rather 
then the "real world" situation. Naturally, the output of such a simulation 
will match perfectly with that predicted by the model. All that will have 
been achieved is the verification of the arithmetic. The first section, of this 
chapter, will demonstrate that the approach taken towards simulation is 
significantly different from the approach employed in the creation of the 
model. 
The first section describes the operation of the software simulation. The 
next section will discuss the process by which the output of the simulation 
has been collected and analysed. The final section presents the results of 
the simulation and the comparison to the predictions of the model, from 
Chapter 3. 
4.2 Software Structure 
The model has been designed according to the "process interaction 
approach", as described by [24]. The process interaction approach to 
simulation is a good fit to the object oriented software development 
methodology. Objects are created for each entity involved in the 
simulation, e.g. node, link, source, sink and cell. The objects interact in a 
similar manner to their "real world" counter parts. A cell is generated by a 
source and passed between nodes, along links until reaching a sink. The 
similarity between the software operation and the situation being modelled 
allows for simple validation of the simulation. 
A fixed time advance approach was used towards simulation timing. A 
global system clock recorded the number of time units since the beginning 
of the simulation. For each tick of the system clock, each entity within the 
system was given the opportunity to execute. This approach was chosen 
primarily for simplicity. The simulations produced by this thesis had few 
objects and a short duration. Consequently, the efficiency gained by the 
use of a variable time advance approach was demeaned to be far less 
significant than the complexity introduced. The simplest approach 
produced a verified simulation in the least time. 
The simulation operates in a "pull fashion". The cells are pulled through 
the system rather than being pushed from the source. This approach was 
considered more intuitive from a design viewpoint. Each node has a series 
of queues to hold the out-going link traffic. The server of a queue is the 
next link, or sink, in the network. Thus, the server will ask the queue for 
the next cell, rather than the queue polling the server to determine when 
the next cell can be serviced. 
4.3 Node Operation 
A node takes a cell from an input, waits a fixed period of time and 
consulates the routing table for the correct output queue in which to insert 
the cell. The fixed period that the cell consumes in the node exists to model 
the time it takes a cell to cross a switch. The simulations executed for this 
dissertation set the node crossing time to zero. 
The assumption through out this work has been that a node has the 
capacity to service all of its inputs. In terms of the simulation software, the 
process that routes a cell from the node input to the node output queue 
must be able to handle an arrival on all idle node inputs in any period. To 
meet the criterion the node was modelled as a series of input devices, 
output queues and a routing table. A cell would arrive at an input device 
that would consult the routing table for the correct output queue to insert 
the cell. Each input device would receive the opportunity to execute with 
each tick of the global clock. 
4.4 Link and Sink Operation 
The two simplest processes are the link process and the sink process. A 
link connects two nodes and the significant characteristic is a transmission 
delay. A cell is available for consumption by a node a fixed number of time 
units after being placed on the link. The transmission delay was set to 100 
time units, which means for the analytical model Rp would be 0.01s"\ 
A sink exists to record the delivery of cells and does not consume any 
simulation time. The network bandwidth is the quantity to be measured by 
the simulation. The bandwidth has been defined as the number of cells per 
unit time that the network successftilly delivers to the correct destination. 
To this end, the sink objects record the number of cells received. After 
fixed periods of fime the cell arrival rates of each sink object are collected 
and combined to give a network wide measurement of cell delivery rates. 
4,5 Source Operation 
The analytical model was constructed without reference to a particular 
traffic distribution. For the sake of the simulation, an exponential arrival 
statistic was used. The model presumed that all sources produced traffic at 
a uniform rate. Thus, the same mean arrival rate for all network sources 
was used. 
All destinations were considered equally likely for a cell during the 
modelling process. For this reason, the simulation drew cell destinations 
from a uniform distribution. 
The traffic source operated by selecting an inter-arrival time from the 
arrival statistic. After the expiration of the inter-arrival time, a cell was 
generated. The destination for the cell was selected from the uniform 
distribution and the cell passed to the node. The node would route the cell 
as per a cell from any other input device. 
4.6 Results Collection 
The process of batching, as described in [24], has been used to collect 
multiple samples of results. The alternative practise of searching for 
regeneration points, in the simulation, was deemed too difficult. A 
regeneration point for a network would occur when all node output queues 
were empty. Such an event would not be common given that the aim is to 
fmd the maximum bandwidth of the network and hence the network is 
faced with maximum levels of traffic. 
The batch period was determined to be 30 000 time units and a start up 
time of 500 000 units of time was allowed. Trial runs of the simulation 
were used to determine these periods. 
The source rate is an important parameter of the simulation. If the source is 
producing cells at too great a rate the node will insert these cells into its 
output queues, increasing the length of the queues and the average wait 
time of a cell. This in turn will reduce the rate of delivery of the cells 
producing a reduction in network bandwidth. Thus, the source arrival rate 
must be set appropriately to determine the maximum throughput of the 
network. To determine the maximum arrival rate of the sources the 
network queue lengths were monitored and the source arrival rate was 
decreased until the network queues stopped growing. 
4.7 Results 
For each network simulated the Student t distribution was used to generate 
a confidence interval for the simulation results. In all cases the error 
intervals at a 99.5% confidence level are insignificant. 
The following sections present the comparison between the simulation and 
the theoretical model. Full mesh networks, ring networks and networks of 
nodes with three inter-nodal links have been simulated. 
4.7.1 Fully Meshed Networks 
Fully meshed networks of size 2 to 20 nodes were simulated. An example 
of a fully meshed network is given in Figure 4.1 and the results of the 
simulations are presented in Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.1 Fully Meshed Network of Five Nodes 
It can be seen from the graph that the simulation is within the error margin 
of the theoretical model. 
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Figure 4.2 Bandwidth of Full Mesh Networks 
4.7.2 Ring Network 
A ring network is formed from nodes with two inter-nodal links each; an 
example is given Figure 4.3. Ring networks of size 4 nodes to 20 nodes 
were simulated and the results are presented in Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.3 Example of a Ring Network 
It can be seen from the graph that the simulation is within the error margin 











Figure 4.4 Bandwidth of Ring Networks 
4.7.3 Networks of Nodes with Three Links 
Examples of networks consisting of nodes with three inter-nodal links each 
are given in Figure 4.5. Networks of this character were simulated and the 
results presented in Figure 4.6. Only networks with even numbers of nodes 
have been simulated as only these networks could support exactly three 
links per node. 
Figure 4.5 Examples of Networks of Nodes with Three Links Each 
It can be seen from the graph that the simulation is within the error margin 
of the theoretical model. 
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Figure 4.6 Bandwidth of Network of Nodes with three Links 
During the derivation of the model, in chapter 3, an assumption was made 
with regards to traffic flow within the network. It was assumed that the 
traffic flow could be characterised by considering that the traffic was 
restricted to flowing within chains of nodes. In chapter 3, it was argued 
that traffic exchanged between chains of nodes could be ignored because 
the networks were symmetrical and the net result of any such exchange 
would be zero. These results have demonstrated that this assumption was 
valid. 
4.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has served to verify that the model produced in Chapter 3 is 
an accurate representation of the networks in question. A simulation has 
been used to verify the output of the model. Several different networks, of 
varying topology and size, have been simulated and compared against the 
model of Chapter 3. 
The simulation approach "interacting processes" was used in conjunction 
with a fixed time advance approach to construct the simulation. The 
simulation output was analysed using the batching technique. These 
simulation techniques are sufficiently different from the approach taken, in 
deriving the model, to be able to state that the simulation can be used to 
verify the model. 
The results produced by the simulation matched the predictions by the 
analytical model, within the introduced error tolerances. From this, it can 
be concluded that the model presented in Chapter 3 is an accurate 
representation of the situation. Further, the simplifying approximations 
made during the derivation of the model have an insignificant influence on 
the model output. 
Chapter 5 Investigation of Network 
Bandwidth 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores the bandwidth expression derived in Chapter 3 and 
vaUdated in Chapter 4. The effect of node count on bandwidth will be 
contrasted with that of inter-nodal link count. Consequences for network 
growth will be presented, as will a simple cost comparison between 
increasing inter-nodal link count and increasing node count. The effect of 
network growth on the allowable source rate is discussed, also. 
In partially meshed networks, increasing node count to increase network 
bandwidth is the less effective practise. Greater bandwidth increments are 
obtained by increasing link count. An expression will be derived that 
considers the difference in cost between increasing inter-nodal link counts 
and increasing node counts. 
The final section of this chapter applies the lessons learned, earlier in the 
chapter, in making recommendations on dimensioning networks. The 
dimensioning recommendations take into consideration effective 
bandwidth increasing strategies and the effect on the source rates. 
5.2 Effect of Node Count on Bandwidth 
In order to isolate the effect node count has over network bandwidth the 
number of inter-nodal links per node (L) will be considered to be constant 
for the following discussion. 
Rearranging the bandwidth expression, derived in Chapter 3, gives the 
following: 
INL^R. B = 
N + L-l 
B = IL'Rp -
Â  + Z-1 
It can be seen from the resulting expression that the bandwidth of a 
network of fixed size nodes approaches a maximum value as the network 
size (N) increases. This maximum bandwidth limits the effectiveness of 
adding nodes to increase network bandwidth, but the asymptotic nature of 
the approach to the maximum value ensures that a gain in bandwidth can 
be achieved by the addition of nodes. The asymptotic approach of the 




Figure 5.1 Bandwidth of a Network of Fixed Size Nodes 
The level of network meshing can explain the tendency of the network 
bandwidth to reach towards a maximum. The addition of fixed size nodes, 
to a network, reduces the level of meshing. As the level of meshing in the 
network decreases the average path length traversed by traffic to reach its 
destination increases. 
As network meshing reduces, the number of intermediary nodes along a 
traffic path will increase. This in turn raises the quantity of transitory 
traffic seen by a node. Transitory traffic occupies node and link bandwidth 
removing bandwidth from source traffic. Reducing bandwidth available to 
a source reduces the overall network bandwidth. 
5.3 Effect of Inter-Nodal Link Count on 
Bandwidth 
The effect of inter-nodal link count over network bandwidth is isolated, for 
the following discussion, by considering the size of the network (N) to be 
fixed for the following discussion. 
The bandwidth expression, derived in Chapter 3, can be rearranged as 
follows: 
INL'R^ 
N + L-l 
2N(N-IVR. 
B = 2NRPL-2N(N-I)RP + 
N + L-l 
The resulting expression is dominated by a linear term. The domination of 
the linear term ensures that a relatively constant increase in bandwidth can 
be attained by increasing the number of links per node, regardless of the 
size of a node or the size of the network. 
The act of adding an extra inter-nodal link per node improves the 
bandwidth of the network in two ways. Firstly, capacity has been added to 
the network without an associated addition of a traffic source. Secondly, 
the network's level of meshing has been increased. A higher level of 
meshing reduces the number of intermediate nodes traffic must traverse to 
reached its destination. In turn, the load imposed on the intermediate nodes 
is reduced freeing bandwidth at the node for source traffic. 
5.4 Cost Comparison of Network Growth 
Options 
These last two sections have shown that considering inter-nodal link 
counts in isolation or node counts in isolation will not give a heuristic for 
determining how to increase the capacity of a network most effectively. 
This section will relate the effect of increasing a network's inter-nodal link 
count to the effect of increasing its node count via a cost function. 
Consideration of the cost function and the rate of bandwidth growth can be 
used to make a recommendation on when to increase inter-nodal link 
counts and when to increase node counts. 
The rate of change of the network bandwidth, when the number of nodes 
(N) is taken as the variable, is determined from: 
D _ ^ 
7V-1 + Z 
dB _ 2RpL^[L-\) 
(TV + Z- l ) ' 
Taking the inter-nodal link count as the variable the rate of change of the 
bandwidth is given by: 
N-l + L 
dB 2NRpL[2N + L-2] 
The cost of adding a node to the network can be thought of in terms of the 
additional inter-nodal links to be added to the network to support the new 
node. A new node will need to connect all L of its inter-nodal links into the 
network. The node itself will have a base cost. Meaning, the total cost of 
adding a node into the network can be thought of as the combination of the 
nodes base cost plus the cost of L links, i.e. CAddNode=CN+LCL. The base 
cost of a node (CN) can be eliminated by considering it to be some multiple 
(a) of the cost of a link (CL). Thus, the cost of an additional node in the 
network can be expressed as CAddNode =(a+L)CL. 
Furnishing the network with additional inter-nodal links will produce a 
cost that is proportional to the cost of an inter-nodal link, and the quantity 
of nodes in the system. Thus, the cost of increasing the inter-nodal link 
count can be expressed as CAddLink=NCL. 
It is desirable to increase network bandwidth while reducing the cost of the 
network changes. A suitable measure for such an outcome would be the 
ratio between the rate of bandwidth increase for a given change in network 
topology and the cost of the change. For example, a suitable measure for 
^ D / 
the act of increasing network node counts is— and a suitable 
dNl 
rlR / measure for the act of increasing inter-nodal link counts is —/c^^^iM . For 
dL/ 
both these measures, a higher rate of bandwidth increase will produce a 
greater output and a lower cost figure will produce a greater output. 
The two benefit-cost functions are: 
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The condition for when greater benefit is gained by adding extra inter-
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Given a is always greater than or equal to zero, the right hand-side of the 
above inequality will never be greater than one. Meaning, regardless of the 
number of inter-nodal links and of the base cost of a node increasing inter-
nodal link count is always more cost effective than increasing node count. 
5.5 Effect of Network Growth on Source 
Bandwidth 
The previous sections have shown that increasing inter-nodal link counts 
and increasing node counts increases network bandwidth. To make use of 
the additional bandwidth it is important to understand where the extra 
bandwidth is positioned within the network. This section will explore the 
effect of the two approaches to increasing network bandwidth on the 
available bandwidth to a source. 
Consider a network of Ni nodes each with L inter-nodal links. The 
expression for the bandwidth available for each node's source is: 
N, ~ N,+L 
Increasing the number of nodes in the network alters the bandwidth 
available for a node's source to: 
N{N, + l) _ 2L'R, 
A ĵ +1 N^+L 
For the bandwidth available to a node's source to be maintained after the 
addition of the node the following inequality must be satisfied: 
B(N, + 1) ^ BjN,) 
1 ^ N, 
Regardless of the value of Ni, the inequality cannot be satisfied. This 
means that the growth of a partially meshed network by the addition of 
nodes will require all sources to reduce their arrival rate. 
The framework established, in Chapter 3, stipulated that all nodes have a 
sink and source. Hence, the addition of a node to a partially meshed 
network adds an extra source to the system. This new source cannot reach 
some number of destinations directly, because of the partial meshing of the 
network. The new source will have to make use of intermediary nodes to 
route the traffic to these distant nodes, which increases the load on the 
intermediary node. Increasing the load on a node requires that all other 
sources of traffic (i.e. the traffic source) making use of the node must 
reduce their applied loads. 
The situation is manageable. The network has increased the total available 
bandwidth. The bandwidth is simply distributed more thinly across the 
network. The existing sources must be restructured such that a portion of 
their traffic is moved to the new source. This is viable if a source is a group 
of traffic sources that have been multiplexed, for example the network in 
question is a backbone network carrying traffic between several shared 
medium LANs. Moving some users from each of the existing LANs onto 
the new LAN could reduce the LAN sizes. The down side is that the 
addition of a single node has impacted the operation of all nodes in the 
network. 
Adding extra inter-nodal links to a partially meshed network increases the 
network bandwidth, as discussed in section 5.2. No new traffic sources are 
added to the network thus, the existing traffic sources have exclusive use 
of the additional bandwidth. 
To summarise, additional inter-nodal links makes more bandwidth 
available for the existing traffic sources. Increasing node count will 
increase network bandwidth but reduce the bandwidth available to each 
existing traffic source. This reduction in source bandwidth can be handled 
by moving a portion of each source's traffic off on to the new node, in 
essence balancing the source traffic of the network. 
5.6 Network Growth Management 
The pressure for network growth can come from two areas: increased 
numbers of traffic sources or increased per source bandwidth requirements. 
Both areas produce a need for increased network bandwidth, but cannot be 
satisfied in the same manner. 
The requirement to increase the number of traffic sources could come 
about due to more users being given access to the network. More users will 
result in higher utilisation of shared medium access technology. To reduce 
the load on the access technology a group of users will need to be split into 
several smaller groups. The result is an increase in the number of traffic 
sources in the network. A second cause for traffic source count increments 
is a consequence of the situation were each user is a traffic source. Hence, 
any increment in user numbers corresponds directly to an increase in the 
number of traffic sources. 
Whatever the cause of the traffic source increase the network will have to 
accommodate the increase by the addition of nodes. A node, within the 
framework defined for this thesis, has a single traffic source. As was 
shown in Section 5.1 node count does not greatly determine network 
bandwidth. A network of fixed size nodes has an upper limit on bandwidth 
that is set by the number of inter-nodal links per node. This leads to the 
first design recommendation: 
'Only increase node counts to accommodate greater numbers of traffic 
sources." 
For the situation where existing traffic sources require greater bandwidth 
from the network, node count need not be increased. The most effective 
method to manage network bandwidth is to manage the inter-nodal link 
count per node. Increasing the inter-nodal link count increases the network 
bandwidth in a linear manner, as discussed in Section 5.2, and also 
increases the bandwidth available to each node's source, as discussed in 
Section 5.4. As such the second design recommendation is: 
"Manage network bandwidth by managing the number of inter-nodal 
links." 
From the second recommendation, it is clear that adding inter-nodal links 
is an important method for controlling network bandwidth. In order to be 
able to add inter-nodal links the switches must have free ports available. 
This leads to the third design recommendation: 
"Over equip the switches with ports, thus reserving ports for future 
expansion." 
Invariably the number of network access points will expand over time. The 
act of adding extra nodes to the network reduces the per source bandwidth, 
as discussed in Section 5.6. The existing traffic sources should be 
unaffected by the addition of a node to the network. Thus, it is necessary to 
raise the network bandwidth by the application of the second 
recommendation, increase the number of inter-nodal links. 
This is the fourth design recommendation: 
"Maintain the per source bandwidth when increasing node counts by also 
increasing inter-nodal link counts." 
S.l Conclusion 
This chapter has investigated the bandwidth expression derived in Chapter 
3. The purpose was to understand the nature of the relationships contained 
in the expression and to further develop a series of network design 
principles. 
It was found that node count contributes very little to the total network 
bandwidth. The major contributor to network bandwidth has been 
demonstrated as the inter-nodal link count. This was further bom out in the 
cost-benefit calculation that highlighted the most cost-effective path to a 
bandwidth increase is by adding inter-nodal links to each node in the 
network. 
A series of network design recommendations emerged from the analysis in 
this chapter. These recommendations are: 
• Only increase node counts to accommodate greater numbers of traffic 
sources. 
• Manage network bandwidth by managing the number of inter-nodal 
links. 
• Over equip the switches with ports, thus reserving ports for future 
expansion. 
• Maintain the per source bandwidth when increasing node counts by also 
increasing inter-nodal link counts. 
Chapter 6 Conclusion 
The data network has become an important asset for an organisation and is 
a significant investment. Dimensioning the network to meet traffic 
requirements is a critical exercise in the initial implementation and in the 
ongoing growth of the data network. It was shown in Chapter 2 that the 
potential for building large networks of small switches exists given the 
offerings of vendors. The question was posed how does network 
connectivity effect network bandwidth? 
In Chapter 2 the literature was reviewed and shown to be lacking in regard 
to topology considerations in network dimensioning. The literature has 
focused on the optimum allocation of network resources. Detailed 
consideration has not been given to issues such as the number of switches, 
the number ports per switch and the level of network meshing. To date 
authors have either ignored these issues or treated them as inputs to the 
network design process. This dissertation sets out to provide a foundation 
upon which an understanding of network resource relationships could be 
built. With an understanding of how a network is affected by the various 
parameters, such as the number of inter-nodal links per switch and the 
number of switches, more efficient and effective methods of resource 
specification and allocation can be produced. 
In Chapter 3, a model of network bandwidth was derived. The model 
considered network topology in terms of inter-nodal link count and node 
count. The model was validated against a simulation in Chapter 4. From 
the simulation it was shown that the model predicted the bandwidth of 
various network topologies accurately and hence could be used to draw 
conclusions about the nature of the relationship between node counts, 
inter-nodal link counts and network bandwidth. 
The relationship between network topology and network bandwidth was 
explored in Chapter 5 using the model derived in Chapter 3. It was found 
that a network constructed of nodes with a fixed number of inter-nodal 
links quickly reaches its bandwidth limited when additional nodes are 
added. An expression for this bandwidth limit was found and shown to 
depend entirely on the number of inter-nodal links. The chapter went on, 
via a cost-benefit analysis, to demonstrate that the most efficient approach 
to growing network bandwidth is to increase inter-nodal link counts. 
A series of network design recommendations were made as a result of the 
work presented in Chapter 5. These were: 
• Only increase node counts to accommodate greater numbers of traffic 
sources. 
• Manage network bandwidth by managing the number of inter-nodal 
links. 
• Over equip the switches with ports, thus reserving ports for future 
expansion. 
• Maintain the per source bandwidth when increasing node counts by also 
increasing inter-nodal link counts. 
The level of meshing of a switched data network has been demonstrated to 
be a critical variable in the determination of the network's bandwidth. In 
answer to the question, as posed at the beginning of the dissertation: 
"Is there a point at which the network bandwidth is not 
significantly affected by the addition of switching nodes, but 
the addition of extra links would improve bandwidth more 
effectively?" 
The addition of inter-nodal links is always a more effective and efficient 
method for increasing network bandwidth than the addition of switching 
nodes. 
6.1 Further Work 
The approach taken, in this dissertation, has involved making simpUfying 
assumptions. The networks studied have been Hmited to the symmetric 
homogenous category. All nodes have equal numbers of inter-nodal links, 
equal source rates and all inter-nodal links operate at equal rates. It is 
anticipated that the simplifying assumptions have little impact upon the 
conclusions drawn by the dissertation. A natural extension of this work 
would be to remove these assumptions to confirm that they have little 
impact on the conclusions of the dissertation. 
Network bandwidth has been the performance metric of consideration in 
this dissertation. However, network delay is also a significant measure of 
network performance. It would be desirable to repeat the approach 
presented in this dissertation to the problem of determining the average 
network delay experienced by the switched data. Further, the output of 
such research should be consolidated with the results of this dissertation. 
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